INSTRUCTIONS
Cleans & Restores Urinals

U-POD
Step 1
Remove fragrance bar from plastic envelope.
Place the fragrance bar over the white tabs that
extend out from the back of the U-POD unit.
Replace the front grill cover with the label facing
forward.
Step 2
Always bend the insertion pin (located on top of U-POD unit)
back by 45 degrees. This ensures proper tension on the
U POD unit for insertion into the flush hole where the water
for the urinal comes out. (Start from the middle of the urinal
and keep moving to the right until the U-POD fits into the
flush hole above).
Step 3
To remove the U-POD use the blue bag that
comes with each unit to cover your hand to protect it from the urinal. Then gently pull the
U-POD down and discard the unit into the disposable container, (trash can).
Important note:
If the regular pin on top of the U-POD unit fails to get
inserted into the urinal flush hole, then use the suction
cup that comes with the U-POD unit. Do this by inserting the stem of the suction cup into the hole located in
the back of the U-POD.
Clean the surface of the urinal wall with hand soap and
paper towel. Scrub gently in
a circular motion where the
suction cup gets attached to
the urinal. The suction cup
works better wet, so flush
the urinal before attaching it.

Interesting facts about U POD:
1. 7 second installation with no tools,
tape or screws required.
2. 7 minutes and the fragrance bar
fills the entire restroom with
organic green fragrance.
3. 7 days and 90% of the urinal smell
is eliminated and 50% - 90% of
urine stains are washed away.
4. Using the U-Pod consistently will
restore the pipes and sewer lines.
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